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custom class property in python Django template In my Django 1.7.5 app I

have a model class Model(models.Model): ... cat = models.ForeignKey('Cat') I
want to show it in my template, using Jinja2 templating: {% for cat in

list_of_cats %} {{ cat.name }} {% endfor %} However, I need to display
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another property of cat, that is a map property. This is how my model class
looks like: class Cat(models.Model): ... size =

models.MapField(max_length=64) owner = models.ForeignKey('Owner',
related_name='owners', on_delete=models.CASCADE) So I want to have

something like this: {% for cat in list_of_cats %} {{ cat.name }} {{
cat.owners.size }} {% endfor %} But it doesn't work. I know I could just loop
through 'owner' and use normal python strings: {% for cat in list_of_cats %}
{{ cat.owner }} {% for owner in cat.owner %} {{ owner.first_name }} {{

owner.last_name }} {% endfor %} {% endfor %} But what if this will be more
complex? When the number of owners goes high, I need to change the above
code to something like this: {% for cat in list_of_cats %} {{ cat.name }} {%

for owner in cat.owner %} 6d1f23a050
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